
The innovaphone Mobility solution means that no matter where
you are, you can always be reached under the same number,
even when you are abroad. The innovaphone PBX can be 
extended easily by adding a mobility module, which enables 
mobile phones to be integrated in the telephone system. This 
makes it possible to be recognised as an internal subscriber on 
the PBX and means that all of the telephone system‘s functiona-
lities are always available to you  no matter where you are. 

It is even easier to take control of communication costs as the 
IP PBX always sets up mobile phone calls via the landline. A 
separate server is not required because the Mobility solution is 
fully integrated in the innovaphone PBX.

innovaphone PBX functionalities
The Mobility functionality is required to fully integrate mobile 
phones as fully-fl edged subscribers in the PBX. The innovaphone
myPBX client displays the innovaphone PBX functionalities 
graphically on the mobile phone and navigates the user 
conveniently through the menus and the PBX functionalities. 
These can be confi gured on the PBX by the myPBX client either 
using quick dial or via an existing data connection. 

In this case the myPBX client is simply opened as a browser 
application via a web link on the IP PBX. The IP PBX can be 
reached either via a VPN tunnel or via a secure connection on a 
public address.

One number for landline and mobile phones: 
One Number Solution
The sophisticated One Number Concept by innovaphone 
ensures that all employees have just one single number - 
externally as well as internally. With the help of the innovaphone 
Mobility solution, it no longer makes a diff erence what device or 
telephone number the Mobility user uses to make his call - the  
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person being called will only ever see one and the same extension
number. The Mobility user can also be reached anywhere on 
this extension number, regardless of whether he is on company 
premises or out on the road, located in a foreign country or 
generally uses his mobile phone as his only phone. Using a 
mobile phone as an alternative extension can be enabled and di-
sabled in the PBX by time control. 

Using Mobility as needed when needed  
The user always has the 
possibility to take or make a 
call via a traditional phone or 
a mobile phone. The myPBX 
client can enable and disable
the Mobility functionality in 
just a few steps. At the same 
time, the user can select 
various call diversions by using 
the slider at the left-hand-
side of the messaging area - this also includes the Mobility 
functionality. All you have to do is enter the desired target 
mobile number. If the Mobility functionality is enabled, the button
is coloured orange. To disable the Mobility functionality, just click 
on the Mobility button again 

Licensing
The Mobility license enables several phones to be used 
simultaneously as a subscriber on the PBX. One license per user 
is required. Regarding the Mobility license, one user license is de-
bited as soon as the functionality is confi gured to one user on the 
PBX - irrelevant of whether it is used. The Mobility license version 
must be greater than or the same as the PBX software version 
being used.

The innovaphone Mobility solution is part of the UC license. This 
incorporates all innovaphone UC components and is off ered at an 
especially favourable all-inclusive price.

Current languages supported
The innovaphone Mobility solution currently supports the 
following languages: German, Danish, English, Estonian, 
Finnish, French, Italian, Croatian, Latvian, Dutch, Norwegian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Slovenian, Spanish, 
Czech and Hungarian. 
(Other languages on request)
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■  Call forwarding
■ Toggle/Hold/Park
■ Call pick-up
■  Call waiting
■  Accept calls on hold or accept another call
■  Define own Presence status
■ See Presence status of other colleagues
■  Set or delete own call forwarding
■ Search & dial from the phone directory
■  Only one mail box for fixed telephone and mobile phone
■ Cost effective
■ Voicemails are stored on a central voice box and can be retrieved as a bundle

Mobility:

At a glance

innovaphone Mobility

Lizenzierung: ■  One Mobility license per user
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